
Complete visibility into what’s happening in your Microsoft Exchange Server infrastructure

Netwrix Auditor for Exchange helps you detect and investigate suspicious user behavior, such as access to other users’ mailboxes 

or privilege elevation. In fact, its security analytics enable you to spot insider threats and unsanctioned actions across your 

Exchange environment, so you can ensure the safety of your email data and high availability of your email service.

Netwrix Auditor for Exchange 
delivers complete visibility into 
critical changes and access events. 
IT teams can proactively detect 
suspicious activity and respond 
quickly,   thereby   mitigating  the  
risk  of  security  incidents  and     
data leaks.

Netwrix Auditor for Exchange helps 
you prove your compliance by 
providing out-of-the-box reports 
aligned with PCI DSS, HIPAA, SOX, 
GLBA, FISMA/NIST, CJIS, GDPR and 
others. Plus, you can address 
auditors’ questions in minutes with 
the Interactive Search feature. 

Netwrix Auditor for Exchange helps 
minimize email disruptions by 
enabling administrators to quickly 
detect problems and pinpoint their 
root causes. Moreover, its simplified 
reporting process and detail-rich 
actionable intelligence maximize 
operational productivity.

#completevisibility  |  www.netwrix.com/auditorAWARDS Networking.com

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

"I don’t have to process raw audit data manually anymore to identify what has happened and who changed what; 
instead, I receive daily enterprise-level reports that help me get a complete overview of changes in Exchange permissions 
as well as mailbox access events."

Slavomir Vesely, Head of IT, WOOD & Company Financial Services
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HOW IS NETWRIX AUDITOR FOR 
EXCHANGE DIFFERENT?

CONTROL OVER NON-
OWNER MAILBOX ACCESS 

ALERTS ON CRITICAL
ACTIVITY

DETAILED AUDIT REPORTS
AND DASHBOARDS

Email security requires keeping close 
tabs on users who access other users’ 
mailboxes or shared mailboxes. 
Netwrix Auditor delivers insights about 
every non-owner mailbox access 
event, including who accessed what 
mailboxes, when and from which 
workstation. Plus, you get actionable 
information on which mailbox content 
was read, changed, copied or deleted, 
so you can investigate unsanctioned 
actions before they turn into security 
incidents. 

Quickly respond to threatening activity 
and proactively prevent data breaches 
with custom alerts on threat patterns. 
Netwrix Auditor notifies you about 
suspicious activity that might jeopardize 
the security of your sensitive information 
or the availability of your email service. 
For instance, when someone is trying to 
read the content of the CEO’s mailbox or 
change permissions to a shared mailbox, 
you’ll be the first to know about it.

Insightful predefined reports and 
dashboards keep you informed about all 
Exchange Server activity, so you can stay 
abreast of who made each change, when 
the change occurred, and what exactly 
was changed, including current and past 
values. Plus, you can subscribe yourself 
and other individuals to any report; the 
reports are automatically sent to their 
mailbox or dispatched to a file share 
according to the schedule you set.

INTERACTIVE SEARCH

Investigate an email problem or a 
security incident with Google-like, 
interactive data search. Quickly identify 
the root cause, determine how a change 
or access event happened, and avert 
similar issues in the future. Flexible 
search criteria empower you to fine-tune 
your search so you can find the exact 
information you are interested in – from 
what modifications were made to the 
CEO’s mailbox permissions to who 
dismounted a database.

Deployment 
Options  

Seamlessly integrates with any IT 
ecosystem through a RESTful API to 
further automate business processes 
and IT workflows, and deliver full 
visibility into activity across third-party 
solutions. The Add-on Store provides a 
variety of free, ready-to-use add-ons 
built by Netwrix, as well as help for 
creating your own custom integrations. 

RESTFUL API

Safely stores a consolidated audit 
data for years in a reliable and 
cost-effective two-tiered (file-based 
+ SQL database) AuditArchive™
storage that you can easily access
any time you need to investigate a
security incident or respond to
report requests from auditors.

Collects audit data without the use of 
agents, so it does not interfere with 
system processes and performance 
or cause any system downtime.

NON-INTRUSIVE ARCHITECTURE

TWO-TIERED DATA STORAGE

Key Features of Netwrix Auditor 
for Exchange
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